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President BETTY BRASTOW
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The last of the Virgil Lectures will
be given tonight at 8 o'clock in Alum-
nae Hall by Professor E. K. Rand of
Harvard. The subject will be Virgil-
ian Convention and the Miltonic Re-
volt.
On Sunday, October 26. Dr. Raymond
Calkins, of Harvard Divinity School,
will be the Chapel speaker. One of the
Chapel program will be held
Miss Betty Granger, '31, will lead
the vesper service on Sunday, October
26, at 7:30 in Shakespeare House. All
the college is cordially invited to at-
La Corse, Wednesday evening. Octo-
The lecture will be in French and
/ill be illustrated by
Fall Sports Will End Hampton Quartet Will
In Field Day Contest] Come To Give Concert
The fall sport season for 1930 will
end officially on Saturday afternoon,
November 1, at 2 o'clock, when the
Athletic Association will hold its an-
nual Fall Field Day. Volley ball, rid-
ing, basket ball, hockey, and tennis
will follow one another, overlapping as
little as possible, in the afternoon's
program. In each of these sports the
two class teams who have won in the
running-up competitions will play each
Instead of the usual original stunt
competition at the end, A. A. this
year invites everyone to appear dressed
in old clothes and ready to participate
in a general game of cage ball.
Throughout the afternoon there
coffee, doughnuts, and candy on the
further hockey field. These, as a rule,
sell fast, since the Saturday of Field
Day marks the end of fall training
for members of the various squads.
Awards will be me.de at 4:30 P. M.,
including .lot only class and individual
Mr. Goodell Explains New
System Of Mill Management
On Thursday, October 15, at a din-
ner for those majoring in Economics,
Mr. Francis Goodell, industrial engi-
neer at the Naumkeag Mill, Salem, told
of an experiment which has been car-
ried on there between union laborers
and employers since 1927.
The manager of the Naumkeag
Mill wanted to give each man more
machines to operate than he had had
before. To do this he had to get per-
mission of the trade union, which sent
Mr. Goodell to see if it could be
done without overworking the labor-
and the trade union specified that there
should be joint research in production,
and that the mill should employ mas-
ter planning.
Mr. Goodell, three union laborers,
and two managers, keep in close con-
managers, and try to find out what
slows the men up. There are regular
research meetings to review their find-
ings and to make suggestions, which
are adopted if all present agree that
they
The quartet from the Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute at
Hampton. Virginia, will sing at Wel-
lesley College on Wednesday. Novem-
ber 5, at 4:40 in Billings Hall. Every
forthis most fam
groes.
The school itself is interesting both
for its purpose and its history. The
catalogue states that Hampton Insti-
tute has always considered the train-
ing of teachers to be one of her most
important tasks—teachers who are "not
pedagogues but those whose culture
is upon the whole circle of living." But
"culture upon the whole circle of living"
cannot be gained through the class-
room alone. Education is more than
mere learning. "Fortunately the organ-
ization and daily life of the Institute
are in a large measure such as to sup-
i theply w
vide."
Situated as it is on the Hampton
River, a small navigable arm of Hamp-
ton Roads, the school is in a region
closely connected with American his-
tory. The property had been for gen-
erations a Virginia farm when, in 1867,
it was purchased by the American Mis-
sionary Association and temporary
school buildings were erected. School
opened a year later with General Sam-
uel Chapman Armstrong as Principal
and under him two teachers and fif-
teen ex-slaves as pupils. When the
college was chartered in 1870 by an
act of the General Assembly of Vir-




of the class of 1933The me:
in their academic work were an-








(Continued on Page 8, Col.
Mussolini Regrets Slump
In Italian Trade Markets
That economic conditions in Italy
are no better than those of any other
country, European or American, Mus-
solini has at last been forced to admit.
In a speech given to the Council of
Corporations, an institution of his Fas-
cist administration, he said that after
a careful study of the situation he
; comparativp pros-
years from now, at least. Industry is
practically at a standstill, trade is in
a deplorable state, and the Wall Street
crash of a year ago has dealt all busi-
ness such a blow that the general slump
is nothing short of alarming.
Mussolini takes the stand that "the
acrobats of finance." those members
of loosely organized corporations whose
business dealings are only too well con-
cealed, whose statements often con-
tain false reports, and whose dividends
are sometimes non-existent, are as
much to blame for the situation in
Italy as any other force. He pictures
Fascism as the doctor, his hand always
on the pulse of the failing patient,
ready to prescribe the necessary remedy
in case of disaster. "Why," he demands,
"should Italy be expected to regain
her balance when even Herbert Hoover,
the most powerful man in the world
not been able to work miracles?" The
Fascist government, according to him,
is doing all in its power to restore
the nation's equilibrium and to foster
the forces that will heal it.
The concrete illustration of this
statement is the Italian government's
announcement that large numbers of
unemployed are to be set to work on
the construction of roads and public
buildirigs. Mussolini hopes in this way
not only to prevent his people from
becoming dependent upon a dole, but
also to aid the automobile industry and
to attract more and more tourists. The
public budget, however, will be placed
under a considerable strain to finance
these works and the cost will eventu-
ally revert to the taxpayer.
Viewing the Italian situation pes-
simistically, the Nation declares that
Fascism is on the wane. "Fascism has
made the mistake of thinking that
authority is respected for authority's





What with the modern trend to-
ward uplift, group education, and
such outgrowths of the social con-
refreshingly novel
able stronghold of
unch defiance of it
all! On good authority we have it
that a certain member of the facul-
ty, residing in a faculty house, found
to call upon the jan-
attach a light plug, or to re-
length heard muttering in the hall
"Thank Heaven I know some
thing—instead of being educated!
Actress Will Give Program
Of Plays And Old Ballads
Miss Sydney Thompson, the first
artist to be presented this year by the
Department of Reading and Speaking,
will appear in a program of original
plays and old ballads on October- 31,
8.00 P.M.. at Alumnae Hall.
Miss Thompson is a graduate of Vas-
sar and a former student of the French
actress Yvette Guilbert. Both in this
country and abroad she has met with
unusual success in the presentation of
dramatic monologues and ballads.
Her program will be as follows:
Two Original Plays.




A Proposal of Marriage.
As it Occurred.
As She Relates it to a Friend.
Eliduc, a lay of Marie de France.
Period 1180 A. D.
Two Old English Ballads.
The Gay Goss Hawk.
The Outlandish Knight.
Madrigal Verse.
What Is Love?—Attributed to Sir
/ Once Had Plenty of Thyme.
Roses—Pierre de Ronsard, trans^
lated by Andrew Lang.
Of His Lady's Old Ape—Pierre
de Ronsard, translated by An>
drew Lang.
Advice to Virgins to Make Much of
Time—Robert Herrick.
Grandma's Advice.
Sir Arthur and Charming Mollcc.
Other artists to appear in the series
for this year will be Cornelia Otis
Skinner and Mrs. August Belmont
(Eleanor Robson). The former, who
will be presented in a program of
original character sketches on January
12, is a foremost interpreter of the
monologue. Mrs. Belmont, a well-
known actress now retired from the
stage, will give readings from modern
poetry at a later date.
Heads of Freshman Houses
Are Elected And Announced
The Freshmen have elected their
House Chairmen and Secretaries. They
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BARN TO PRESENT
INFORMAL PROGRAM
Brief Plays Ranging In Theme
From Comedy To Melodrama
Provide Varied Appeal
DANCING ADDED INTEREST
The annual Barn informal plays will
take place on November 1. The pro-
gram, consisting of three one-act plays,
provides the wide appeal of comedy,
fantasy, and melodrama. Edna St.
Vincent Millay's Aria da Capo, a fan-
tasy, has the play-within-a-play motif.
Though in her typical light vein, this
play also provides food for thought and
is sometimes interpreted as an allegory
explaining the psychology of warfare.
The Drums of Oude by Austin Strong
is a thrilling tale of revolution in India.
The low beating of drums throughout
the performance intensifies the action
and makes the story more gripping.
Comic relief is provided by Booth
Tarkington's The Trysting Place.
Dancing will follow the plays
The coaching will, as usual, be en-
tirely by students.




Mrs. Curtis Carol Mather, Unc.
Mrs. Briggs Virginice Guines, '33
Mr. Ingoldsby Ruth Benedict, '32
Rupert Marian Johnson. '34
Jessie Elizabeth Auld, '34
The Drums of Oude
Captain Mac Gregor
Lillian Libman, '33
Hartley Kathryn Miller, '33
Sergeant Mac Dougal Marie Kass, '34
Mrs. Clayton Catherine Johntz, '33
Stewart Jane Fritz, '34
Servants Alice Habberton, '32
Elise Armitage. '33
Pierrot Eileen McCann, '31
Columbine Bernice Bernstein. '34
Cothurnus Evelyn Segal, Unc.
Corydon Elizabeth Keith, '32
Thyrsis Helene Hirsch. '33
Professor Jane Lectures
On Christopher Columbus
On Tuesday evening, October 14,
Professor Cecil Jane spoke in
Billings Hall on Christopher Colum-
bus. As she introduced the speaker,
President Pendleton explained that
Wellesley has been able to secure Pro-
fessor Jane this year because of the
Mary Whiton Calkins Memorial Fund.
This fund is contributed by alumnae
and is to be used for visiting professor-
ships. Professor Jane taught history
at Oxford before the war, and during
the war served with the Hispanic
American Intelligence Service. He is
the foremost authority on Columbus.
Professor Jane's lecture was unusual
in that he presented the spirit of
Columbus, adventurer and man of
vision, rather than his biography; and,
except for those who are interested in
the technicalities of history, it is the
essence of the man that is fascinat-
ing—the qualities within him which,
as Professor Jane sa\s. made him con-
ceive and carry through his project,
and brought him sorrow and loneliness
i his last days.
The study of Columbus
a man of extreme reticence. In his
letters he never mentions his parents,
birthplace, or domestic life. Professor
Jane showed us that this reticence was
not so remarkable In view of the fact
that Columbus was conscious of his
own power and undoubtedly felt above
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seeking his fortune at sea. With the
example before him of other men
had won fame and fortune as tri
and with the consciousness that destiny
insight he then turned to the west. As
a subordinate on a trading vessel, he
probably went to Madeira, Porto Santo,
Perhaps it ' p
devout mystic, he had always
hoping for a sign from God. H
heard of the islands
yond the unpenetrable horizons. All
who had tried to ferret out their secrets
had never returned. As Professor Jane
said, "This was his world." Columbus
felt God's guidance during all his
voyages. He once said that no one
could have achieved what he had save
• the | God.
After Columbus received his vision,
ie met with all manner of disappoint-
aents. When he was unable to secure
the ( utstanding <
end. When th
be a wild land
of a wealthy civilization, he still asked
for more aid to go back to his land
again. All his voyages began with
favorable weather conditions, but ended
with disaster. After three voyages
which failed to bring gold into the
Spanish treasuries, after his first group
of settlers had been murdered, after
had been shipwrecked, Columbus was
at last somewhat broken.
Professor Jane told the story of
Columbus' tragic last years. Besides
failing in his material project, the ad-
venturer ceased to believe in his own
destiny. His only desire was to go on
a pilgrimage where the "Man of Sor-
rows" walked. Columbus was always
a lone figure. He never had close
friends, and his last years were es-
pecially desolate of human companion-
ship. After such a vigorous life he
found it hard to settle down to peace.
When he died his contemporaries had
forgotten him; the discoverer of a new
world passed Into temporary oblivion.
ARTIST TELLS OF
PAINTING IN CAPRI
Mr. Norbert Heermann, a group of
whose paintings are now on exhibition
at the Art Building, spoke there last
Friday about his recent journey to
Italy and his activities there.
After an account of his travels with
his wife through Europe, Mr. Heer-
mann told of his year's work at Capri.
The first canvas he painted was of a
landscape, but he realized that this
was too ambitious a theme for his
first attempt and that it was unwise
to try to represent the brilliant, daz-
zling' colors of the outdoors in that
region. He accordingly went to the
Harbors for his models, and depicted
the beautiful peasant girls, the old
men and the sea captains. He ascribes
his prolific artistic activity to the ideal
surroundings which he found there.
Mr. and Mrs. Heermann lived in the
Villa Quattro Venti, a model artist's
home, and while he painted she wrote
novels. Here the fine studios, the ex-
cellent models and the agreeable en-
vironment made possible a great
WE GIVE OPINIONS
ON CORRECT SPEECH
Capable of striking terror nearer the
heart of the average sophomore than
even the dread and terrifying sopho-
more Bible, Reading and Speaking pro-
ceeds calmly on its enunciated way.
The Inquiring Reporter, after hearing
violent deprecations upon the course
from some students taking it, began to
wonder if people really objected as
strenuously as they pretended. Should
Reading and Speaking be a required
course or should i
changed? What is its value
reason for existing?
Here are some of the ans*
the Reporter by faculty
the department, and
two classes of students, those who
relapsed into their original ac-
with the course safely behind
them, and those who are in the proc-
Miss Hobgood, of the Reading and
Speaking department: Most emphat-
ically I think the course should be
required;communication is necessary
in any field and agreeable communica-
tion is a decided asset. It is vital that
so-called "standard speech" should be
adopted so that a person may be un-
derstood in any part of the world.
The aim of the course is to teach
people to speak in an acceptable man-
ner in any part of the English-speak-
ing world. No two persons will ever
things exactly alike, but we
point where pronuncia-
tion will be a means to carry the idea
without calling attention to itself.
Mrs. Curtis of the Bibical History
department: For those students who
difficulties in speaking or whose
i require modifying, I think the
e is excellent. However, I am
us about the need for all students
poise in speaking before
listening
they reach college and
dents such a requirement
and a waste of time.
Frances Eldridge,
to the people when they were strug-
gling with it, I should say that the
of time. It is exaggerated and loses
all its possible usefulness.
Elinor Best, '33: I think the course
should be very valuable, but at present
I fear it is a waste of time; for people
do not take it seriously and never
How The Other Half
Lives
familiar phrase"Date laws'
ley's dormitories—but they form a vital
part of the regime at Sweet Briar. It,
is announced solemnly and in great
earnest that "dates" will be permitted
Sunday nights, and until all of 10:45
on Saturdays. Fifteen lucky freshmen
and thirty sophomores and juniors
"together" are allowed to have "dates"
on Saturday. On Sunday the number
of dates is unlimited. Of course, the
seniors must have their privileges, and
to them is accorded the singular ad-
vantage of being able to entertain their
gentlemen friends whenever it may
please them.
Those freshmen who have been be-
wailing their subjection to very mild
hazing will learn to appreciate the
when they hear about Simmons' regu-
lations for their Freshman Week.
During all this week the Simmons first-
year girls have been forced to go about
with their hair parted in the middle,
drawn back over the ears, and tied at
the back with a green ribbon. Those
who are unfortunate enough to have
long locks must plait their crowning
glory into two large pig-tails, each of
which must be fastened at the end
with a green ribbon. Jewelry and cos-
metics are absolutely taboo. The most
humiliating regulation of all has to
do with bath towels. Every
Hazing is still far from a lost art.
At Park College "originality and hu-
miliation" are still the purpose of the






moving painted remarks from the side-
walks with only "bricks and elbow
grease." The attitude toward freshman
hazing, however, seems to be gradu-
ally changing. At the University of
West Virginia, the Student Council has
officially abolished the dread
Ohio University, always ready to in-
troduce novel courses, has provided the
students with a broadcasting station.
It is not likely that the outside world
will have the opportunity to listen to
any of the programs which they may
put on. The wave length of the
station is extremely weak—which is
probably just as well for all concerned
Mr. Heermann concluded his talk
with the explanation of some slides
of photographs which he had taken
•while in the picturesque places of his
European visit. *
FASHION SHOW
On Thursday afternoon, October 23,
there will be a fashion show in Alum-
nae Ballroom at four o'clock. The
clothes are being furnished by Slat-
tery's, and are being modeled by mem-
bers of the college. Ten per cent of
the net profits will go to the Swim-
Margaret Wilgoose, '31: There is too
much standardization already without
attempting to standardize our speech.
The result could only be to rob people
still further of their individuality.
Ruth Rau, '33: Poise
and if the course developed that alone
it would be valuable, but unfortunately
it seems necessary to afflict everyone
with a Bostonian accent and to destroy
the southern accent, for example. At
present I fear that the course is a
waste of time.
Margaret Broomell, '33: The three-
hour course which I am taking affords
excellent opportunities for developing
speaking ability, and it seems to me
that many of us have improved al-
ready, but the scheme of the one-hour
course is so different that it is futile
Marcia Heald, '33: I really believe
at it should be required because
everyone needs a certain amount of
speaking ability. It is not always an





















Dancing from 9:30—Cover charge 75c
— and Dinner Dancing
in the Main DiningRoom







is Back from Paris
is Showing
the Very Latest Styles
for Fall
Reggie's Column
\nd so back to fliverless Wellesley af-
;er two weeks. Did'ja see Georgia do
ts stuff to Yale last week? 'Twas tur-
ible! The brother at New Haven is
ill busted up. Am going with one of
«m to see the Army this afternoon
. .
this being scrivened on Saturday
morning . . . I'm going to see the
rame . . . your repre
Ic-IU (is
And now for the BIG BIG NEWS:
TODAY WE RELEASE BODY AND
SOUL! Available on four records . . .
Leo Reisman, Paul Whiteman, Helen
Morgan, and Ruth Etting.
Below's a pikcha of our new "midget"
set, than which nothing else in all the
urn LI >' '-<> *.n,,:>m -.I\ clc:; i ,
your rooms. It has dynamic speaker
and screen grid tubes and all that










The MUSIC BOX Inc.








Two styles, one sketched,
the other with a straight
box coat, in all black, all
brown, black and red.
When the sun goes down
and there is a nip in the
air, you'll be glad of the
th of these jackets.
But all through the after-
noon you'll be glad of their
trim, smart newness.
Sizes 14 to 20.
$16.50.
Other suits to i.r.o
Wellesley Shop 50 Central St.
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DOWN among the organ pipes in the
gloomy depths of the dug-out,
swaddled in galley-paper, sits Perry;
outside it's October, and somewhere
people are cheerinn at the Harvard-
Army game; there is no justice. Furth-
ermore, Perry is stiff and sore! The
awful truth must be told: he fell off
his horse. He had not even the sport-
ing satisfaction that comes with be-
ing thrown during a stiff canter. No,
disgracefully and ignominiously, ne
fell off. He was trotting along
sedate pace when the stirrup slipped
a cog, and Perry realizing the inevit
ableness of it all, after several vaii
efforts, eased off, more or less grace
fully, and landed in a cloud of dus
he the
ary where he luxuriated for two days;
he soaked in hot baths and lay prone
under the beams of the infra-red
light, and consumed an entire shelf of
that more or less elevated fiction
which comes under the heading "detec-
W I! riiU'.-ck-iy afternoon hereappeared in public life, he con-
cluded from the number of upperclass-
men sporting vari-colored roses pinned
on the left shoulder that society elec-
tions had taken place. The surmise
proved correct. Pledge dinners were
held the next evening. T. Z. E. and
Z. A. patronized local talent, holding
forth at the Inn and at Seller's re-
spectively. The others went farther
afield, (by bus, senior cars being only
a fond memory) : Agora to Hartwell
Farms, A. K. X. to the Wayside Inn,
Phi Sigma to Greentops in Wayland,
and Shakespeare to The Log Cabin in
South Sudbury. An enjoyable evening
was spent by all—with the possible ex-
ception of a few pledges required to
sing the laundry list to the tune of
a popular song. At the present writ-
ing, aforementioned pledges in prepara-
tion for initiation were scurrying
frantically from room to room in
search of white dresses, scouring the
Vill for white stockings, and pressing
waves into recently shampooed tresses.
THAT the florists in the Vill had
had another rush of business was
evident Friday morning when '33 class
elections were announced. The officers
were the visible results of a grim
struggle which took place the day be-
fore. The sophomore quorum being a
majority of the class, and said ma-
jority, sadly depleted by Ec trips and
other attractions, being conspicuous-
ly absent at the meeting, scouts had
to be sent forth to round up the
laggards. And even then it took three
ballots to decide the election!
ments will probably not understand
this. It seems that a freshman who
was standing in front of the board the
other day asked an upperclassman
yever, are not the
* only ones who have yet to learn
things about college. A Sophomore
met another Sophomore the other day
staring in a rather bewildered manner
at a row of books in the stacks. The
bewildered one asked the experienced
one if she could tell her where such
and such a book was. "What's its call
number?" asked tt
W7HILE we think of it, those busesyou may have observed
leaving Founders at one-thirty on odd
days are the means by which follow-
ers of Economics 101 are conveyed to
various places of industry, there to ob-
serve, and later to comment^with
acumen and intelligence. Schrafft's
and Dennison's, we are told, are most
magnanimous as regards samples; at
the Loose-Wiles Biscuit Company one
can buy a pound of broken crackers
for the modest sum of ten cents; at
Carter's Knit Underwear—well, now
what could you expect?
his Phil
Wellesley's list of famous tales with
the following story. He was discuss-
ing the Pythagoreans and the facl
that they could not eat beans. "Well,'
said this professor, "if they didn't ea
beans they must have eaten prunes






Mary Hemenway to annoy the
ihmen. One of the latter was even
re annoyed than some of her fel-
-sufferers "because," as she confided
an upperclassman taxi mate, "I
re the most awful cold, and they
'Call
TO the Upperclassmen who have
been interested in Liberal Club
during the past year or years, the
Club's first meeting at Agora on Mon-
day evening was very successful. Af-
ter an informal supper, plans for the
work of the year were suggested by
Mary Losey, President, and discussed
by the members. In addition to
this, Florence Smith, Secretary-Gen-
af the Model League of Nations
1 is to be held at Wellesley this
year, told about the present program
the meeting. After a discussion
these things it was decided that
topics for study should be confined
those concerning the workings of
League at Geneva, and that these
topics should be talked about under
guidance of members of the Fac-
every third Monday evening.
THE campus is looking even more
1 beautiful these days owing to two
important events. Longfellow Pond,
which has recently been as dry as the
desert, has now resumed its pond-like
function and is full of water. Also
Elms is now boasting a new roof.
ALUMNAE NOTES
ENGAGEMENTS
'28 Helen M. Loetscher to Rev. Wil-
liam Sherman Skinner, Colgate '27,
Princeton Theological Seminary, '30.
Ex-'29 Gertrude L. Lambert to Dr.
Earl Baldwin Wheeler, Tufts Medical
School.
MARRIAGES
•15 Mary P. Simpson to Mr. Thomas
Edwin Davison, October 11.
'17 Frances Wright to Mr. Rexford
Noble Whaley, September 19.
'19 Alice L. Burbank to Lt. Colonel
Grigori Mihailovitch Korjeff, October
15, in Grenoble, France.
'26 Elinor B. Noyes to Mr. Norman
L. Hughes, October 4.
27 Sara W. Lewis to Mr. James
Scott Miller, October 18.
'28 Dorothy Bacon to Mr. Thomas
Appleton Taylor, October 11.
'30 Elizabeth P. Beury to Mr. John
Farr Simons, October 17.
'30 Emily T. Gage to Mr. William
Henry Sloan, September 17, in Paris,
ALEXANDER'S
SHOE REBUILDING
Largest and Best Equipment
HALLOWE'EN
NUTS HOME MADE CANDIES
NOVELTIES
38 Central St. Tel. 1G86-M
pERRY heard a
* that he thinks
tory the other day
should be added to
the list of "999 Famous Wellesley
Stories." It seems that Mrs. Van
Winkle's class in 00 101 was Inter-
rupted one morning by the sudden in-
trusion of a workm an. In loud tones
he demanded of he astonished in-
structor, "Do you k.now this Ellen Fitz
Pendleton? I've got a big package out
PERRY was quite horrified the other
day when he met a friend in the :
Library who announced to him the
;
awful news that a Wellesley girl com-
mitted sucicide. "I don't know whether
anyhow the papers are full of It." Poor
Perry racked his brains for a whole
period trying to figure out who it might
be. Finally on the way to his 1:40 he
again met his friend. She was all
smiles and said to him, "Oh, you re-
member what I told you about the
girl committing suicide. Well, the girl
who told me had read it wrong. It
wasn't a Wellesley girl, it was a wealthy
UPPERCLASSMEN may have for-
gotten the 4:40 hygiene lectures
in Billings where as freshmen they
were given sound advice regarding com-
plexes and reflexes; but though time
may pass, freshmen lectures we always
have with us. On Monday afternoon,
October 20, Dr. Gwyn will lecture to
Miss Cook's divisions of Hygiene. Perry
intends to look in on it, but he won't
be able to stay long because he will
have to go and read News try-outs
—






Elastic STEP-IN Cor.,-1 ii-illi
an INNER BELT attached sjitiht-
the thing lor COLLEGE.
DAINTY UPLIFTING BAND-
EAUX in net glove silk, satin and
DEXDALE HOSIERY in the
NEWEST SHADES.
Ivy Corset Shop
8 Church Street Wellesley
There Will Be
A FASHION SHOW
with the Major Officers modelling Slattery
styles, Thursday, October 23, at Alumnae
Hall, at 4 o'clock.
The models will assist in selling in the store Friday
and Saturday, and IO% of the net sales by these girls
will be donated to lhe[ Swimming Pool Fund.
Shoes by Thayer McNeil
Of Course
A Camel's Hair Coat
—originates in Egypt—but it's as
classic as the oldest ©reek! The
well-dressed campus-trotter could no
more do without one of these than
she could do without her famous lily-
pad shoes. They're perfect for dash-
ing to and from classes and the Vill,
and for bicycling and golfing these
autumn days.
They're glorified, this season, in
high colors and black. We have
them in all sizes, 20.50.
Wellesley Shop Wellesley Square
SlatteryS




is the fair maid
who knows how to
"gild the lily"
with art and sublility.
What native charm,
however great,
would not be heightened





that famous beauty specialist,
presents for your
approval and adoption
her cleansing cream, 3.00,
her Orange Skin Food, 2.75,
her Skin Tonic, 2.00,
and her famous powder, in
Rachel, Illusion and Banana
tints, 3.00.
^
Two famous French creators,
Chanel and Ciro,
produce two perfumes




with a refreshing bouquet,
is ideal for daytime wear.
In two sizes, 7.50 and $15.
Ciro's "Chevalier de la Nuit"
inlheknight-fashionedflacon.
should be part of you
evening i . 7.50.
Perry the Pressman
We offer,
either for you yourself,
or for you to present as a gift,
an attractive three-piece
dressing table set,
which is a rare combination
of usefulness and beauty,
at the very special price
of $5.
Each piece is ornamented
with delicate chasing in gold
on the blue, ivory, green,




E. T. Slattery Co.
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election of the followi;
Standard English
Reading and Speaking has caused
a good many discussions in its time,
owing to a rather widespread opinion
among the student body that it is thor-
oughly unjustified as a requirement.
Concrete proof of the general dissatis-
faction may be found in the answers
to the questions of this week's Inquir-
ing Reporter. The other required
courses, though they occs
murmurs of discontent, a:
most part approved, and
senior is grateful for cou
she would otherwise not
But nearly all denounce






For this, ability to express
> in logical and grammatical
es is certainly essential. But
y modulated tones are not neces-





El table to make it
larger group
equirement i
lass at such a meeting should be
away with. Perhaps the class of
with all Die experience of organl-
i Mill ahead of it, will undertake
the experiment and provide in its con-




Do House announced to the
Freshmen members of the then
Read ? freshman class that a
prize of twenty-five dol-
lars would be awarded to the girl writ-
ing the best essay on books she had
read during the year. The purpose
of the contest was t(
appreciation of reading done outside
of curricular requirements; the essays
submitted for consideration were to
be judged by the Department of Eng-
lish Composition, who thoroughly ap-
proved and endorsed the idea. Octo-
ber 1 was set as the limit for en-
trance into the competition, allowing
the summer months for contempla-
tion and composition. Not a single
essay was received. It is, of course,
a fact of common knowledge that the
ollege girl neglects her "cultural"
re more delighted when we heard
splendidly the sophomores had
managed the affair from the point of
view of the Administration and Heads
of Houses. The special invitations, the
careful arranging of taxis to call for
and take home these special guests
howed a consideration and forethought
which we wish were more character-
istic of college activities.
We admit we are enthusiastic, but
we hate to comment only on things
we disapprove of. Criticism always
makes much more effective news, but
let's praise sometimes.
Corrected Social Schedule
October X, I smiled at six to hea
the trill of Big Ben ringing, took
chill but healthful shower, dressed fc
gym, and felt myself, Egad, in trli
for all excitements of the day, pn




latest biography or at least ioi
most recent detective story. Anc
monetary reward ought to hav<
pted some to try a hand in thi
contest. Perhaps the summer was tot
,g a period to remember Hathaway';
offer; and vacation is of course n<
to think of writing essays. I
be hoped, however, that if Hatha
should again present such an op





Last Thursday afternoon the sopl
more class had difficulty in completi
the election of its officers when it v
found at the class meeting that
quorum was not present. There then
i inton- ensued the pursuit of erring mer
he iden- and the rounding up of delinquents
is char- who happened to prefer spending
mistakes Thursday afternoon in the libra
and imperfections of speech. The ;
who seriously attempted to ma:
breathing from the diaphragm and D
plicated o's and ah's and oo's. and
majority who merely laughed are a
.:! li'liCiiiC meeting. Such
English would
desirable relief to the ea
guages have grown from
it is useless to attempt t<
an artificial standard. Students will
not accept it, and they could not if
they would.
They could not, because fifty min-
|
utes a week for a year is an entirely
!
inadequate amount of time to coun-
teract the ravages of previous years
and to forestall the devastating in-
fluences of those sectional dialects
which one must meet in the years af-
ter commencement. The odds in this
a week would be unable to offset them.
If the Freshman class were thrust into
the midst of a Standard-English-
speaking college, it might gradually
be impressed. But the college speech
is a heterogeneous mixture. And away
from college, during vacations, signs of
Standard English propensities are de-
nounced as affected and silly. Ideals |
and principles may be worth the un-
pleasantness of such derision, but the
majority of the college will not ac-
cept Standard English.
The majority of the college, more-
over, cannot accept the one hour Read-
ing and Speaking course as a justifi-
able requirement for a B. A. degree.
Even if the course were successful, it
should never be on the same basis in
the college curriculum with Bible and
a foreign language and the other re-
quirements. It is difficult to evaluate
ally the purpose of a college is con-
ceded to be preparation for a richer
system of holding class <
To begin with, why n
always take place at a
All-college elections are
fully without sucl
gained by holding the finals in 1
same way as the semi-finals: by ci







way we have so
nly scanned the r
Library for the v<
had assignments.
ture breakfast with a ch sery shout, and
Fall Field Day though some surly leighbors swore,
Fall Informal Plays o the door. At
Hampton Institute Singers breakfast everything vas good; indeed
Society Program Meetings I ate more than I should—but toast
Department Clubs so crisp and milk s rich and fruit
Concert Series as more than I










-Jan. 7: Christmas Vacation
Concert Series




however, we are seniors and have
passed beyond such popular courses as
Sophomore and Junior Bible, but we
can still remember our righteous in-
dignation when we found books that
odd corners of the library or, what is
worse, being completely gone until the
time of rush was over. The effort
of the Library staff to correct this
ltuation by keeping the most important
books at the desk, is certainly to be







League of Nations Cc
And then we talked, my friends and
I, of all that's underneath the sky
—
of rumors floating in the air of crews
and how the crews compare, and who
will make the hockey team and how
impressed the freshmen seem; I do
enjoy when I am able, to be intelli-
gent at table! And so we left the food
and tore with healthy vigor to the
door, to make our beds and clean our
room and leave with coat-tails swing-
ing, all in a rush to be on time and
join the chapel singing!
The morning classes bored me stiff
but I forgot them in a jiff when over-
joyed I heard that Bun (our crowd
was backing her) had won! And so
I got right on her track, and slapped
her fondly on the back and told her
just how thrilled we were to think
that we had aided her.
I had to see some girls at lunch-
some of that darling Sophomore bunch
—about their plans for '33; they seem
to think there oughtn't to be so much
tradition—but my dear!—why else on
earth would the babes be here? At
four played hockey, dressed, then ;
; win- operate t
id effective.
ducting I
i El table instead of during ;
es in Billings. Certainly
half of any class is in th
of the El table (or could i
sre) during any day in the
vould participate in the ele>
On i
that the four-forty period on Thursday,
when class meetings usually take place,
finds few in the region of Billings, and
a class meeting does not seem a suffi-
ciently good excuse for breaking up an
afternoon.
It may be urged by some that then
is an advantage to completing class
elections at a meeting rather than ai
the El table. Those who are in favoi
of this system may mention the fac:
the ' the
e in the vincinity of
six hundred; that is, that approximate-
ly only three-eighths of the college
voted, whereas at least half the clas:
takes part in final class election. Sure
ly the relative importance of all-col
lege and class offices would lead on
to suppose that while a vote of at leas
half the college might
presence of half a class at
of factotums, for instance
sary. Certainly there seen
lication for forcing people 1




be signed with the full name
e author. Initials or numerals
selves responsible for opinions
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in




To the Wellesley College News:
We have always been very fond of
the class of 1933, and even though
they have now become sophomon
widespread doctrine that once a
steps beyond the portals of its f
man year it loses almost every vestige
of class spirit and becomes a group of
cynical students so engrossed in get-
ting adjusted to its life on campus that
it can give no time to college ac-
We agreed with everything that
Perry said about the sophomore party
for the freshmen, and we went about
with a proud rather maternal smile
to see how enthusiastically our sister
class was entertaining the freshmen. But
7: League of Nations Confer-
Program Meetings
13: Barn Spring Event
14: Barn Spring Event
20: Dance Drama
21: Society Program Meetings
25: Concert Series
27 —April 8: Spring Vacation
.10: A. K. X. Semi-open
11: A. K. X. Semi-open




18: Choir Concert, late dancing
22: Open Houses: Agora, Phi
Sigma, T. Z. E.
24: Junior Prom Event,
25 : Junior Prom
y 1: May Day
2: Shakespeare Semi-open
9: Open Houses: A. K. X.,
Shakespeare, Z. A.




23: Spring Field Day
Open Houses: Phi Sigma




ten—and had a spread—
;e!—AND SO TO BED.
THE ETERNAL ?
ave heard the freshmen wailing
Their perplexities profound:
lo parmecia conjugate
When the frost is on the ground?
lave seen the sophomores strug-
iing
With the Canaanitish Kings
And lamenting that they have to pay
Ten bones for Wellesley rings.
We have seen the Juniors sobbing
That they've ne'er a man for Prom,
And tearing to the telephone-
Is it Harry, Dick, or Tom?
We have heard the seniors howling
Over generals to come,
Over Thi and Nefertari










They regret the roseate springtime
Of a Wellesley yesterday.
But of all these lamentations
And perplexities and sighs
There is only one that
The wisest of the wis
There is only e that rings along
Time.
id asunder
'Tis the old, undying question
To the ever deafened ear:
WHY FOR FOUR LONG WOEFUL
WINTERS










Berkeley Square, a play by John
Balderston. suggested by Henry James'
posthumous fragment The Sense o/ the





As an imaginative piece i
the stage, Berkeley Square
most alone, with only The
Horseback as an even possible object
or comparison. The play is
the concept that the past, the present,
and the future are co-existent, that
man can travel through
present.
It centers in one Peter Standish, who,
in this twentieth century, inherits
London house built by one of his a
cestors and inhabited during the latl
part of the eighteenth century by
Standish whom Peter resembles e
actly. Peter's interest in everything
pertaining to the' eighteenth
is so great that he projects himself
into the past, and lives the life of the
eighteenth century Peter Standish.
He is hampered by the fact that, as
a result of a close study of the diaries
and letters of his ancestors, he knows
all that is to happen. Despite this
knowledge, however, he falls in love
with Ms cousin Helen Pettigrew rather
than with her sister Kate, who should,
according to records, have been his
love. He finds himself ill-adjusted to
the century into which he has pro-
jected himself, as well as unhappy in
the twentieth century to which he re-
turns. The play is a fantasy of the
highest order.
In contrast to the serious mood there
are also the lighter moments in which
Peter forgets that he has become an
eighteenth century person; in which
he refers to historical events of the fu-
ture, judges people by their future
reputation, and uses modern slang
expressions. His estimate of eighteenth
century society is altogether delightful.
The acting is admirable. Leslie
Howard's characterization of Peter is
sympathetic and unmarred by any
flaws. It is an excellent piece of
creative work. The supporting cast,
which includes Margalo Gillmore as
Helen, is more than adequate.
E. F. P., '31
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
Today, tomorrow, and Saturday the
Community Playhouse will present a
double feature bill. The first play will
be Anybody's Woman, with Ruth
Chatterton and Clive Brook in the
leading roles, and Paul Lucas in the
supporting cast. The play, which is
based on a story by Gouverneur Morris,
tells of the weakened (morale of a
lawyer divorced by his wife, and of his
regeneration as the result of marrying
a show girl while he is drunk. The
bill includes Jack Oakie in The Sap
from Syracuse. Oakie, who
One of the mo;
the many varied
Wellesiey faculty this past vaci
that of Miss Edith M. Smaill
Reading and Speaking Depart:
In keeping with her interest in the
theatre and with an eye to her n
e in Play Production wli
Wellesiey is enjoying for the first ti
'ear, Miss Smaill traveled first,
June, to Mt. Desert, Maine. As a devoi
tain climber, she stayed at the
Appalachian Camp; frequently she
motored to the nearby town of Surry to
re performances of the Surry
players. This Little Theatre group was
composed of professional and semi-
professional actors and was directed
during July by a member of the
Moscow Art Company. There Miss
Smaill was invited to attend the re-
hearsals as well as the finished pro-
ductions, so that she might better study
From Mt. Desert she
Lakewood, Maine, where a different
group of New York players were per-
forming every week. Boothbay Har-
bor and Harry Irvine's Group Theatre
were next on the program. The Dennis
Players at Dennis. Mass., on the Cape
perhaps the bes
Provincetown Players on the tip end
the Cape completed her brief tour.
With all the obsei
compiled on this 1930 tour as wel
and information from
last year's theatre tour of Europe
:
the auspices of the Drama League
Miss Smaill then tra-
veled on up to Canada, north of Ottawa,
spent the month of August
comparative seclusion and research,
gathering together th
periences
These she plans la
her Play Production course. Miss
says of drama and the theatre,
are of the future, a very large
FRESHMAN CHAIR-
MEN ARE ELECTED















Webb: Mary Jane Hayes
ART MUSEUM EXHIBITS
There will be an exhibition of the
Wellesiey and vi-
in the gallery of the Art Museum
October 27th to November 17th.
Also through November 1st, there will
the Art Museum an ex-





Evenings at 7:30, Matmees on
Mon., Wed., and Sat. at 2:30





"The Sap from Syracuse"
Fox News A Sportlight
Week of October 27






Frank Albertson, H. B.
Warner, Sharon Lynn
and Joyce Compton
Pathe News An Audio Review
Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
"Follow Thru" also
"Temple Tower"
fhe World's Greatest Leather Stores
Bo.ton, 145 Tremont Street
Europe. Joking friends convince pas-
sengers that he is a jioted mining
engineer, and many ludicrous
tions follow as a result.
Next Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes-
day, the main picture will be Caught
Short, with Marie Dressier and Polly
Moran. The spirited comedy of the
jealousy of two boarding house keepers
gives Miss Dressier an opportunity to
use her talent to advantage. There
are softer moments in the :
of the children of the disputants. The
second picture will be Wild Company
with Prank Albertson and H. B.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
BIBLIOFILE
B. Stern. Alfred Knopf.
Mosaic, by G. B. Stern, is an in-
dependent sequel to that epic of a
Jewish family started in The Matriarch.
The author, with a few "necessary
discrepancies," takes up the story of
another branch of the family, and in-
cludes many of the same characters.
Writing in a style as racy and spicy as
the personalities of the characters
themselves, she chronicles the life '
Hi.- 1850 the
present time.
Although originally a Viennese fam-
ily, the various members had drifted
to London and Paris. These two cities,
with their gay social life, their cosmo-
politan background, their familiar
streets, are as inseparable from the
Rakonitzes as their racial instincts.
Seize-Rue Caumont, the apartment of
the Paris family, dominates the back-
ground no matter what the changes of
occupants or fortune. But Seize-Rue-
Caumont is as an empty shell without
Bei'the and Lett! Michel. The sisters,
two extremes of character, bind to-
gether the chronicle which has other-
wise no plot. Like an old picture
album, it contains glimpses of every-
of some important event.
The Rakonitzes and Czelovars (so
closely inter-related that one is glad
for the genealogy on the back fly-leaf
of the book) are prodigal races. They
give generously of themselves and then-
wealth. Witty and gallant, they de-
mand little of the world except that
it let them carry on their family life,
feuds included, uninterrupted. The
women in these families are the life of
the race. The men, gallant rakes, live
splendidly and die early, perhaps con-
veniently, just as fortune fails. The
women step into the harness with
characteristic vigor: Berthe becomes
the Man of Business and establishes
an antique shop at Seize-Rue-Cau-
mont; Toni starts a shop in London.
Counting misfortune a mere detail,
SUGGESTIONS MADE
TO AID REMEMBERERS
It is a peculiar phenomenon that
at Wellesley where Art is recognized
as one of the basic features of
world progress, the ancient and
practical art of remembering has re-
ceived no formal recognition. Our edu-
cation is hindered daily by our feeble
attempts to master the art, and yet
there are no special courses open to us,
no special books reserved for us to
help us in this struggle. Psychology
alone deigns to bother with the sub-
ject; but the instruction it deigns to
give is too small and too impractical
to do much good. In fact things
would be altogether black for the
History student or the shopper
were it not for the fact that there are
a few conscientious souls in Wellesley
who have taken to themselves this
duty of the college. Drawn from all
four classes under the leadership of
a few radical members of the Faculty,
they undertake daily to initiate the un-
educated masses into the elusive art.
Their theories and methods differ
greatly, ranging from the dignified to
the ridiculous, but they are all altruistic
As befits their place in the eyes of
the college, in particular, the methods
suggested by the faculty are more
dignified than the rest. One of them
advocates writing notes to yourself and
pinning them in a conspicuous place
on your wearing apparel. This idea
has the double advantage of working
well in two ways. In the first place,
the mere writing down of what you
have to remember helps you to remem-
ber it. Thus, if your note concerns
"Popocatepetl" or "Boccabelli" castile
soap, the attention that you necessarily
have to give to put those
on paper fixes them in yoi
the second place, the fact that the not
attracts a great deal of attention usual
ly has good results; for either you are
so conscious of the paper pinned to
you that you can't forget it, or else
you are forced to answer the question,
"What's the paper for?" so many times
mind. Tn
song and immediately found
pictures of the pages in a text-book
or of lists of things to be bought in the
Vill; others use it to make photographs
on the ceiling of a room. One Shafer-
ite even suggests its application to
the walls of the Chemistry building;
she insists that it helped her with
her formulas.
But none of these methods are in-
fallible unless you are willing, like the
particular member of the faculty, to
advertise your memories in self-ad-
dressed notes. And after all the best
advice of all comes from the experi-
enced Seniors—if you really want to
acquire the art of remembering, get




iContinued from Page 1, Col. 3)
sake, of forgetting that the Italians
are too intelligent to be fooled by a
diplomacy that brings no booty; most
of its domestic and international pro-
jects have failed, it has neglected to
isolate the people from the rest of the
world so that they realize the full ex-
tent of its methods of oppression; it
has established a political system in
which the people realize what is hap-
pening to them."
Nevertheless, although Fascism has
not succeeded on the material side it
has accomplished improvement and
of the productive pro-
; of government and it has raised
svel of efficiency in the state.
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley Sq.
Tel. Wei. 0566-W
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
Colonial Bldg. 1212-M
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Wellesley Sq. Phone 1901-1900
little extra saving here and there, they
manage magnificent costumes of Pari-
sian chic, or a feast worthy of a king's
Dominating the whole family is the
personality of Berthe Michel, whose
mother was a Rakonitz. Magnificent
in stature, beautiful with a quaint, al-
most Chinese, beauty, Parisian to the
core, she rules with a lordly hand. Is
she not Tante Berthe, the succes fou of
the social world? But Berthe, blinded
to any fault by her self-confidence,
tramples on others' emotions until they
make a desperate break for free
In her passionate desire for a so
her own, she becomes too posse
of others' sons. She is too sure she
the
Letti Michel, having suffered once
from her sister's strength, is the only
one who understands her weakness.
A perfect contrast in character, she
patches up the destruction left from
the hurricane of Berthe's emotion.
To all appearances passively submit-
ting to her, she really is the buffer be-
tween her and the world. In the hour
of Berthe's need—when she has been
rudely awakened from her idealized
dream of herself—Letti helps her re-
build that dream. Knowing that her
sister can nc
mechanical being.
ideas are the methods held by several
j
Freshmen. They say the only way to
remember things is to associate those
|
things with some action, and they
.
therefore advocate tying a string on
the fourth finger of your right hand, or
pinning a safety pin on your left
shoulder, or changing your wrist-watch
from your left to right arm and visa
versa. This group admits that its
schemes are not infallible, and that
often they result in remembering that
something has to be remembered with-
out giving any clue as to what that
that they come in handy in the simpler
seems to be popular with the beneficent
group. Several Sophomores insist that
turning your head in a certain direc-
du i:'':! i' n
when learning
then turning it in the sa
when trying to recall ths
will do the trick. Theirs is a sort
traffic cop Idea—turn your head to
left when the lights are green and the
again when the lights are red and you
want the ideas that have stopped to
come again. Still other types involve
looking at your ring or shoes. In con-
nection with the latter theory comes an
admission from a Junior to the effect
that its usability depends upon the kind
il Cc ilors)oaa \-ounse












of Man of Business.
Among the other characters
! the London family, i
greatly influenced t
weakling until
| 0I shoes you re wearing. Thus, she
n remember such worth-while facts
the names of the twelve tribes of
rael much better when she is wear-
g oxfords than when she is wearing
et their lives are ' evening slippers, and visa versa when
n other. Val and I the thing to be remembered is to buy
generation, see > such and such a record for her vie-;
Berthe in her true light and enjoy her trola. She doesn't mention whether or
rich affection without being dominated, not the size as well as the style of the
Rudi Czelovar, the Viennese musician, ; shoes has something to do with it; it
j
falls under her power, but is rescued would be plausible to assume, however,
by Letti in time to save his career. | that a size 8 B would hold more facts
And yet for all Berthe's blindness, one about the French Revolution than a
can forgive her overbearing sureness, ! size 4 AA would.
because she uses It, although misdi- , More vigorous in its nature than
rectedly, to serve everyone with whom ! those associations Is the type to which
she comes into contact. a Freshman attributes her passing the







Shoes prefer to be suede this
because collegians prefer them
suave and smartly dull
click so smoothly with
black, brown, or green






582 Washington Street WUbars BOSTON455 Wuhingkn Street
It's Twins!
There is a new arrival in the Lake Waban
family ! The proud parents have called him
NEW MODE.
The Cleaning Ser\ has a little brothe
He isn't quite as fine as the Cleaning Service
you already know,—the service that so many
people have said was almost flawless ....
But New Mode work will cost less, and natu-
rally could not be expected to compare to the
last minute detail.
Most people will want to make no change . . .
But some people, especially those on an
allowance ....
Or who feel that an inexpensive frock merits
less care than is included in the cost of the
regular Lake Waban Cleaning Service ....
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Simmons College
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Football Enthusiasts know that
SATURDAY TRANSCRIPT FOOTBALL EXTRAS
stand at the top for complete, accurate












1^1 O matter how m
lege types may diffei
the "most typical college
girls" of the senior class are
sure to be alike in one re-
spect—glowing health will
be the. sal character-
Shredded Wheat is indeed a
"Most typical college break-
fast." It combines in one ap-
col. petizing dish all of the vital
11 of f°°d elements. It's easy to
digest even when taken in
needed energy for keeping
alert and active the whole
morning through. Eat Shred-
ded Wheat every morning
served with milk or cream
and fresh fruit—it puts you
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SOPHOMORES GIVEN
HONORABLE MENTION

































































Old and new club members were busy
Friday evening with the first meet-
ings of the Department clubs. The re-
unions were for the most part informal
in nature. At the Deutscher Verein,
the members played games, sang songs,
and met the two new members of the
department, Frau Kubel and Fraulein
Jericka. At the Alliance Francaise,
after a welcome had been given to
new members, the five girls who
spent their Junior year abroad last
year gave a very amusing satire on
their life in Paris. Then Theodora
Douglass, the author of the skit, read
some selections from French Poetry.
The Spanish Club's program was most
interesting. An unusual initiation
ceremony was performed, and ex-
plained by Miss Bushee. Following
this, games were played, and an Ex-
ecutive Committee of three was elected.
Much more serious was the Math
Club's meeting at Alumnae Hall. Three
papers were presented on the follow-
ing subjects: Mathematics as Related
to Botany, Changing the Ten system
of Counting to a Twelve One, The
Theory of Probability.
The first meeting of the Science Club
was a purely business one. The pro-
gram for the year was decided upon,
trance to the club discussed, and the
following officers elected:
President Helen Hart
Vice-president Mary Jane Mcintosh
Secretary-Treasurer Lena Reilly
Program committee—Barbara Lyon,
Gladys Marshall, Janice Levine
STUDENT CONGRESS
HELD AT BRUSSELS
the birthright of their student gener-
ation; that is, free-thinking and open-
minded consideration of international
affairs in the promotion of a lasting
peace. It is difficult to comprehend
standing even among students, which
has arisen as a result of arbitrary
boundaries established by the Versail-
les Treaty, until one observes well-edu-
cated students, who are perfectly
open-minded on most other questions,
springing to their feet, and denounc-
ing students of other nations as "not
only our personal enemies, but the
enemies of our country, who will stop
at nothing to secure our downfall."
European students would, in gener-
al, seem to support the declaration of
ropean war is brewing. Students from
a dozen nations would drift out of
the general congress meetings to sit at
a side-walk cafe, and would invariably
swing around to a discussion of the
next war, and the probable alignment
The main basis for any optimism
good will came from the two commis-
sions dealing with Travel and Sports.
The International University Games
held under the auspices of the German
National' Union of students at Darm-





student leaders from more
gathered at the
Congress of the In-
30 nations




sented in the official American stu-
dent delegation by Agnes Addison, '30.
Other members of American Student
delegation were Eleanor Wilson, Hollins
College, Lynn Jack Rountree, Uni-
versity of California, Lewis Powell,
Washington and Lee, Edith Lowenstein,
Vassar, and E. R. Murrow, Washington
State College, leader of the American
delegation.
tical atmosphere prevailed throughout
the major part of the discussion. This
provided all Anglo-Saxon delegates
south-European problems and discon-
tent. It seemed at times that no stu-
dent harmony could be forth coming,







having a weekly flower order to
brighten that dark corner, to help
you write that long paper or study
for that quiz, or just to make your
room more cozy and homelike?
We'll send you a bouquet of sea-
sonable flowers every week that
will satisfy your aesthetic taste
and your allowance, too. Simply
leave your order and tell us what
you'd like to say. From 50 cents
to $3 weekly—delivered any day




here is the answer!




dine - floor show - dance
;/<?/ minht h't him h-now, most subtly, that there's no minimum ch






you're a busy woman. Your day is filled.
; take time to keep ymrself lovely. Sham-
important of all roads to beautv, has always
"
; bother,
longer! Here is a Castile Soap that instantly
s its foamy lather— thoroughly saturates the hair
and sealp—then rinses out in half the usual time.
Conti double-quick Shampoo is made from Castile
Soap—olive oil—best of all for the hair and scalp. Conti
works wonders with dull, lustreless hair. It restores
radianee, and leaves the hair soft and lustrous.
So that you tan make an inexpensive trial of this new,
time-saving shampoo, Conti makes this unusual offer:
a regular 50c size bottle of Conti Shampoo— <i high-quality
$1 shampoo spray—both for only 79c. Ask for the Conti
<iuick.
«****» SHAMPOO
I'm,!,,,-!., Con
